CHAPTER 15
SELECTION OF FURNITURE
After the budget has been made out, a style selected, and a
furniture-arrangement plan made, shopping for specific articles
begins. The minimum requirements are about the same in most
homes of average size.
Living-Room Pieces. A comfortable sofa and several com-
fortable chairs are the most important furnishings in the living
room. The sofa and chairs should not be alike, for suites are
monotonous and do not allow individual expression, and charm.
However, one pair of identical chairs is sometimes desirable. A
wing chair and a barrel chair may be used for variety in form.
Two occasional chairs and a pair of straight side chairs are also
needed in some living rooms. See page 89.
One particularly fine piece of wall furniture in a traditional
room may lift the tone of the entire room to a higher level. A
breakfront bookcase, secretary, cabinet, desk, or highboy can serve
in this capacity.
End tables to hold lamps and other things are needed at each
end of the sofa and beside each chair. The end tables should have
shelves or drawers for utility and should be the exact height of
the arms of the sofa.
The coffee table, which is a very important item,'should pref-
erably be large with a shelf underneath. It should be a trifle lower
than the seat of the sofa. Page 241 shows an excellent low table.
Other pieces for the serving of food, such as a nest of small tables,
a large tier stand, or a large tea table on wheels, are also convenient.
The nest of tables may remain permanently in the living room.
A piano can be obtained in a style to fit a variety of decorative
schemes. A small model is desirable as far as appearance is con-
cerned. Among other pieces of furniture required by some fam-
ilies is a cabinet for television, radio, and records.
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